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Dear Contributors and Readers,
Submit your poetry, letters and
The primary is over and we now
articles to Connection!
have a chance to vote to support or
SAZConnection@gmail.com
replace the representatives we have
been following for the last few months...or year...or years (depending on how
dedicated you are!). If you are on the Permanent Early Voter List or will be
requesting your ballot through mail, those will be sent out on October 10th.
Otherwise, voting day is November 6th.
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Arivaca Yesterdays
Roads: Arivaca to Amado
By Mary Kasulaitis

B

people, not just the wealthy, had started to
buy cars or trucks. The price of a Model
T ford car in 1920 was about $260, down
from $850 when it first came out in 1908.
In 1914 there was a column in the Tucson
Citizen called "Tucson Motor News" that
reported who had purchased what new car.
My father remembered seeing his first car:
Jack McVey's 1913 Hudson touring car. It
made a huge impression. He also admired
the skill with which Carmen Zepeda fixed
her own flats on her Model T.

ack in 1896, the Montana Mine had
requested the repair or construction
of a road over which they could haul ore,
Please feel free to submit your letter or support for the candidate you think is
and Pima County officially declared the
best, or a letter against one you disagree with. Get your opinion in print and
road from Amado through Arivaca to Oro
out to your peers.
Blanco to be a County Road. Pima County
records said: "this road was a public highIn other news, Pima County wasn’t able to pass the increased sales tax for
way before the Territory was ceded to the
new roadwork and maintenance, so there will be a Bond measure on the
United States and that said road had been
constantly used as a public highway since
November ballot to allow the public to decide if they want to pay for road
that time..." (Pima County had designatrepairs. The sales tax would have outsourced some of the road costs to vacaed road districts around 1880). This road People realized that to get good roads they
tioners and people passing through to a tune of around 20% of the cost, but
through Arivaca was determined to have had to act. In 1919, the road petitioners inSupervsor Ally Miller and Supervisor Steve Christy voted against the measure
less steep grades and thus would be easier cluded Arivacans Bernardo Caviglia, Inda(it needed a unanimous vote in order to pass).
and safer for hauling ore than a road over lecio Aguirre, Teresa Celaya, A.R. Wilbur,
the mountain to Nogales. Then Santa Cruz B.H. Catlett, Sopori Land and Cattle ComThe “Invest in Ed” proposition has been removed off of the ballot following
County was created in 1899 and the road pany, and others. The notices were posted
on the door of
a court decision that called into question some of the language in the proposifrom
the
the Store and
tion. “Outlaw Dirty Money” proposition was also tossed by an Arizona court.
county
the Post Ofline south
There will be other propositions on the ballot in November, and I will go into
fice building
came unmore detail next month.
(nothing has
der its juchanged!).
risdiction,
In the meantime, read, write and have a great September!
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the advertisers.
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that was not enough. A year later, the highway commission was back again asking for
more money, and for the Arivaca road, this
time they wanted $212,000!

would be fenced in. You can see the old
alignment on topographic maps. Supervisor Ed Moore got a grant to redo that particular portion of the road not long after it
was newly constructed. At the Buenos Aires Cienaga parking lot corner an archaeological survey was done. A bridge was
built over the Library wash, removing a dip
that always had heralded one's arrival into
town. They called that bridge "the Arivaca
homeless shelter."

Despite the costs, the desire for comfortable automobile travel won out. The road
improvements were wholeheartedly approved: the right-of-ways were procured
by December of 1920, the surveys were
made, and eventually the roads were constructed and graded. The Arivaca road
follows, more or less, the original trail that Returning to the present: A few years ago,
had been used for years. It ran west from the Board of Supervisors unanimously
Arivaca Junction (Amado), past the Sopori, voted to allocate an additional $10 million
Elias, Catlett, Bustamante and Moyza for road maintenance and rehabilitation in
ranches, over to the Cerro Colorado mine, the County. This was to address the critipast the Guijas Valley (which had lots of cal infrastructure issues beyond the regupeople), then up and over the hills to Ariva- lar maintenance budget, but as we know,
ca. Whether you can still see the reason for with potholes constantly needing filling,
the twists and turns now, rest assured there it's never enough. The increased traffic of
was a reason in 1920. There was a mine, Border Patrol trucks have exacerbated the
a ranch or a house that needed access by pothole issue. Right now the County is inmeans of the new road. I think this was the stalling barriers in selected locations where
time when the road was diverted at mile- accidents have or could occur.
post 4 up the ridge to Windy Point, so as
My main concern is the erosion of the emto follow property boundaries between two
bankment along the Sopori Wash at milehomesteads, Caviglia and Campas (milepost 13.2, which I have been watching for
post 3-4), inmore than 15
stead of (as it
years. The
probably did
Sopori carbefore) gories waters
ing on down
from
the
the
valley
entire west
through the
side of the
C a m p a s
TumacacoRanch and
ris, plus the
connecting
east side of
with what is
the Arivaca
now Meshills and the
quite Road.
south side
The part beof the Cerro
Aerial photo of the Sopori Wash at Milepost 13.2
tween MileColorados: a
posts 3 and 4 was known as the Ondulado,
considerable amount. Two smaller washsince it went over those undulating ridges.
es from the north come through culverts
At one point there was a ranch called the
under the road and meet the Sopori as it
Ondulado.
comes from the south and turns abruptly
Grading the road on a regular basis was east when it hits the embankment. As the
also a County duty, and in the 1950s the Sopori has gradually eaten away its bank,
back and forth movement of the grader it is encroaching on the road. It was 50
between Highway 286 and Arivaca Junc- feet from the road when I began watching,
tion on the Nogales Highway was as reg- but now less than 18 feet separate the road
ular as clockwork. The road was smooth! from where the wash, at full flood, hits the
(Thank you to Gene Casey, Billy Campas, embankment. The County piles sand on the
and over in the Altar Valley, Walter Clark). edge of the road to keep traffic from goThat wasn't enough, of course, eventual- ing too near the edge. I predict that all too
ly people wanted paving! Starting in the soon it will give way and the road will colmid-1960s, Arivacans were petitioning for lapse into the wash. At that point it will be
paving, but it didn't happen until the mid- the junction of three washes and a bridge
1970s. It was paved just as it lay when might be necessary. Right now, all that
graded, same twists and turns, except for would probably be needed is a rock basket
a couple of stretches: between milepost 7 type of protection along the imperiled bank
and 8 it was straightened somewhat after to deter further erosion.
an accident claimed the life of a local man.
Note: Thank you to Claire Rosales-Logue
Also the last stretch down the hill into town
of the Pima County Department of Transwas moved one ridge over to the west from
portation for historical background.
the original line so that the Noon cattle

Helping Ease
Arivacans’ Rough Times

Arivaca Helping Hearts

We’re here to serve the needs of Arivaca residents
(living within the 85601 zip code). If you need a little
help with any of the following expenses, give us a call!
-Propane
-Water company
-Clinic co-pay
-Medical
-Taxes

-Rent
-Gasoline
-Phone
-Auto repair
-Eyeglasses

And other approved expenses
Arivaca Helping Hearts current amount of
aid:
$200
$100 in assistance every six months
Stay in one of our rooms at Casino Rural in downtown
Arivaca! Proceeds benefit Arivaca Helping Hearts. Check us
out at:
www.airbnb.com/rooms/15743822
Contact us at (520)398-3033, PO Box 156 Arivaca, AZ 85601
Stop in at Cinderella House on Friday or Saturday to bring
invoices from vendors
Restrictions apply on types of expenses, amounts and frequency of disbursals. Arivaca Helping Hearts pays the
expense directly to the vendor
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Letters

T

here is a war being fought in our country between two schools of thought
that does not conform to the traditional
schools of republicans vs democrats or liberals vs conservatives. This is more of a
battle between the rich and higher middle
class vs the mid to lower middle class, as
well as the secular vs the religious.
Both the democrats and republicans are
united against a president who does not fit
there ideas of being fit for office. They seek
to deny the public's choice to elect him and
refuse to accept the public's decision on the
matter. They believe they hold the moral
high ground and control the media, government and religion. There is a growing
conflict between one group who desires
that this country continue as a constitutional republic where all ideas are welcomed
and allowed to be voiced. Another group
would like for this country to become a
socialist utopia, where only politically correct opinions about sex, race and almost
everything else under the sun are accepted, all other options are censored and not
allowed to be expressed. They decide if
something is racist,sexist, homophobic or
transphobic. This group continues to be
clueless as to why President Trump was
elected. When this group gained control
of the house in 2006, just as they seek to
in November,they immediately deregulat-
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ed freddie mac and fanny mae causing a
huge drop in housing prices, everywhere
except Washington DC. Washington DC
never experienced any economic slowdown and remains one of the wealthiest
suburbs in America. This was all blamed
on Bush when Obama came to power. Any
attempts to criticize Obama were labeled
racist. Not even night club comedians
were allowed to criticize or impersonate
him. President Obama changed Americas
health care system against the wishes of the
american people. He lied about it. Now
our life expediency is lower and we pay
a much higher price for insurance. This
group is so desperate to remove president
Trump that they would risk a nuclear war
with Russia just to be rid of him. Russia is
a christian democracy and deserves to be
our ally. It is the FBI that has meddled in
our elections, not Russia.
Paul Price

H

arvard university is going to use the
skies over Arizona for an unregulated
experiment involving aerosols to reduce
global warming. The process involves
spraying aerosols loaded with particulates
such as sulfur dioxide,calcium carbonate
and alumina,from airplanes over Arizona
sometime in 2018. A new study by the
University of California,Berkeley, warns
about the danger to crops, livestock and
human health caused by the spraying.

mate change,spoke at Arizona State University regarding the dangers of solar geoengineering and the need for international
rules to regulate it. During his speech Pasztor spoke of the dangers of the upcoming
Harvard experiment over Arizona:
“Some time within the next year, we may
see the world’s first outdoor experiment on
stratospheric aerosol injection take place
here in the skies above Arizona, yet for the
most part governments are not aware of,
nor addressing, the profound governance
issues this poses,” Mr Pasztor said. “We
urgently need an open, inclusive discussion on how the world will research and
govern solar geoengineering. Otherwise
we could be in danger of events overtaking
society’s capacity to respond prudently and
effectively.
In late January researchers with Yale University, Rutgers University,and the University of Maryland issued a warning against
geoengineering programs. The researchers
warn that injecting aerosols into the atmo-

sphere to combat global warming may end
up causing more harm to wildlife, the environment and humanity.
Why is this dangerous experiment being
allowed to take place over Arizona with no
public input?
Paul Price

Dear Editor,
can’t believe Martha McSally
won the primary and will now
be on our ballot in November. She
has been the worst representative
speaking out of both sides of her
mouth for the last four years and
now she thinks she can waltz right
into the Senate? Democrats don’t
like her, Republicans don’t like her.
Mostly because she can’t be trusted to hold onto a belief more than a
few minutes. Disgusted,
CJ Wentworth

I

On April 6, Janos Pasztor, for mer United
Nations assistant secretary general on cli-

September 9, Water Is Tears, Rev. Matthew
We continue to explore our literal and figurative relationship with water
through tears of grief and laughter.
September 16, Pulpitpalooza, Rev. Ron Pharse
Rev. Matthew will be preaching at Mountain Vista UU in Tucson as we
welcome their minister, Rev. Ron!
September 23, Water Is Blood, Dr. Amy McCoy
Dr. Amy McCoy is an Arizona water scientist, who will share her vision
of water as the lifeblood of our world and our future.
September 30, Water Is More, Rev. Matthew
We conclude our Ingathering with our annual ritual of Water Communion, ritually gathering the waters of sweat, tears, and lifeblood.
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RV Spaces:

Daily
$20.00
Weekly $100.00
Monthly $350.00
Includes All Utilities and Wifi
(520)447-8018, call or text to make
a reservation or for more info

www.universalranchrv.com
15785 W Universal Ranch Rd.
Arivaca, AZ 85601

A Groundwater Story:
Arivaca and Beyond
By K. Randall
Such a simple molecule, two hydrogens and a single oxygen. But
water is essential for life on earth,
and it is imperative for life in Arizona. This is why Arizonans seem to
have a deeper interest in water policy, groundwater availability, and
precipitation amounts than people
living elsewhere. Changes to these
three categories are being followed
closely by policymakers, scientists,
ranchers, homeowners and others in
our state.
First off, we know we are in a
drought, and we know it’s getting
bad. Precipitation from winter rains
should account for roughly half of
the year’s total, and it is just not
getting close. Pair that up with a
a decade’s worth of poor summer
rains and we have a recipe for disaster. The soils are dryer, the wildfires more numerous and the habitat
is suffering. But the story you can’t
readily see is that groundwater
availability is diminished as well.
The Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) maintains

monitoring wells throughout the
state in order to track groundwater
levels in key aquifers. A monitoring
well east of the Arivaca townsite
on the south bank of the Arivaca
Creek is visited a few times. Although data only go back 12 years,
it is easy to see that groundwater
levels plummeted after a period of
relative abundance around 2007.
The downward trend reflects an extended period of drought and a lack
of flow over the spillway at Arivaca
Lake (the lake topped the spillway
in the winter of 2010, and did not

stable 34 feet below land surface, to
37 feet below land surface in June
2018. This accounts for massive
groundwater stores lost, with very
little gained from the overflows of
last summer.
A decrease in water levels of three
feet might not seem like a big
change, but when this is consistent
throughout the entire watershed it
adds up to a lot of water out of the
system. This trend is concerning for
a few reasons. First, even if your
personal water well has plenty of
feet to go before it hits dry, the water that is “lower” is
also generally “older.” This older water
is often more mineralized, which is hard
on well pump equipment, appliances and
compromises taste.
Sometimes this older
water can have higher concentrations of
constituents considered to be harmful,
such as arsenic.
An ADWR monitoring well east of the Townsite Second, the groundwater east of the townsite is directly linked
spill over again until the summer of to the Arivaca Cienega, and falling
2017). Consequently, groundwater groundwater levels will also mean
levels have fallen from a relatively less water outcropping to the sur-

Trico Accepting
Applications for
Washington Youth Tour
ATTENTION TRICO PARENTS:
Each year Trico selects high school juniors to go on
a FREE trip to Washington, D.C.
• Students must be a dependent of a Trico Electric Member to be eligible
• Application deadline for summer 2019 is Monday, November 5, 2018
• Apply online at trico.coop

8600 W. Tangerine Rd. | (520) 744-2944
Trico is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

face in our favorite wetland. The
delicate ecosystem of wetland trees
and plants are not adapted to drier
climates, and the wildlife depend on
the open water found at this beautiful location.
While we are in the midst of a
drought with decades worth of data
demonstrating decreased precipitation and groundwater levels, there
are politicians in the State House
and Senate debating whether to
weaken water policy protections.
They believe that the Aquifer Management Areas (AMAs) and water
availability study requirements are
overly onerous and are harming Arizona’s economy, whereas those on
the other side of the issue believe
that a lack of groundwater would
harm the economy more.
Those concerned about this issue
should consider electing representatives who believe in strong water policy, and who would be willing to draft and push legislation to
strengthen the current policies even
further. Local and state representatives are generally more than happy to speak with constituents and
discuss policy, particularly during
election season. So call your representative or candidate of choice, do
a rain dance and conserve!
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Treasure Vaults (Galeras)
By Hard Rock Bob

F

irst of all, what has been excavated in
the past in the Santa Cruz Valley doesn’t
reflect the historical mirage the U.S. Park
Service, archeologists and modern day historians have tried to pawn off on us as historical fact.
Briefly, from what I’ve read in books, manuscripts and articles found at the University
of Arizona library, Special Collections, and
at the Arizona Pioneer’s Historical Society,
gives a completely different picture of our
history that somehow has been kept from
the general public.
For years the rumor had been going around
that the Roman Catholic Church has been
behind an intentional cover up to hide the
reality they forcibly enslaved and used the
Indians as a free labor source. This was
all clearly stated in Ignaz Pfefferkon’s diary “Sonora A Description
of the Province” translated in 1949 by Theodore
E. Treutlein. Where the
Jesuit padre said he rented out the Indians to the
miners, as if they were his
personal property. Furthermore, this same conclusion
is emphatically stated in
Paul Lease’s book “Pimas,
Dead Padres and Gold”,
published in 1965, and the
1864 book “Arizona and
Sonora” taken from Sylvestor Mowry’s Report.
It’s my personal opinion
that all of the original Jesuit missions are on the
east side of the Santa Cruz
River and the Franciscan
churches are on the west side. I came to this
conclusion mainly because of the Kino’s
maps and diary.
A prime example of an early Jesuit mission
is the ruins at Los Santos Angeles De Guevavi. The ruins are much smaller, simpler
and rectangular, compared to the later Franciscan Tumacacori church, which is larger,
more ornate and in the shape of a cross. It
was primarily a mining mission because
up until the turn of the century the remains
of 16 arrastras, (Ore Crushers) ten feet in
circumference were found throughout the
courtyard. The gold ore was being mined
on what the locals refer to as Rich Hill,
which today is known as Mount Benidict.
How is it historians are so focused on the
great 1736 silver rush of the Planch De Plata load in the Pajaritas and not the once immensely rich gold deposits across the river
from Guevavi. The size and amount of the
ore crushers pretty well explain that tons of
high grade gold ore was processed there by
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the padres.
With so much mining activity at Guevavi,
I suspect that a vault is buried somewhere
within its ancient complex.
So as not to mottle the stew cloaking the
history of the early missionary period, I’m
absolutely certain the Jesuits were caught
red handed in the act of mining. In manuscripts and books such as “The Frontiers
of New Spain Nicolas De Lafora’s Description 1766-1768” published in 1958,
a hacienda was discovered after the Jesuit
expulsion in 1767 were they were engaged
in mining. Also, in the 1904 book “Land
of Nayarit” it says the Jesuits were mining
near Hermosillo, Mexico in 1743.
History indicates they weren’t receiving
a steady flow of capital from the Spanish government like the Franciscans were
getting. It’s obvious the Jesuits used their
mining operations to finance their missions.

out their plot to uncover other vaults and
possess the Jesuit’s reputed wealth.
To make a long story short, the Pima leader
buried part of the bullion in the Sierra Pinta
Mountains of Southern Arizona to ensure
his partners didn’t have him eliminated.
It’s not known if he recovered the treasure
or it still lies buried in the mountains.
In the Kiva periodical dated October 1937
the Catholic historian Victor Stoner, talks
about a vault found at Kino’s original San
Xavier church, two miles north of the present site. He met a man who had owned the
property since 1928. While interviewing
him, Stoner learned he found a brick lined,
4’ X 8’ vault. It was also pointed out in the
article workers found a similar vault a few
years earlier at the present church, under
the monastery.
Presently, I have a map showing the galeras
or vaults on the Tumacacori grounds. It’s
safe to assume, the padres were entrusted
to hide the valuables of the
wealthy colonials in these underground chambers to conceal it from bandits and marauding Indians.
Where the town of Carmen
sits today was once part of the
Tumacacori Mission grounds.
According to the map, the Tumacacori Bar, which was built
in 1922, sits over a galera.

One of the great stories concerning the
vaults is Paul Lease’s book concerning the
1751 rebellion. This author spent most of
his life researching this particular, historic
event. According to Lease the rebellion
was contrived by a group of Spanish officials out to steal the Jesuits gold. For a
long time, Spanish officials were aware the
black robes were concealing their riches
and transporting them to the coast of California where the bullion was loaded onto
their pearl ships destined for the Vatican in
Rome.
It wasn’t until there was a minor outbreak
with the Seri Indians in 1750 that a church
was destroyed leaving its vault exposed.
To his surprise of the young Lieutenant,
leading the troop was ordered to keep the
discovery under wraps.
Later, the corrupt officials made a deal with
a Pima Chieftain named Luis of Saric to incite another insurrection in order to carry

When the archeologist Paul
Beaubien conducted excavations at Tumacacori in 1934
he encountered numerous
out buildings-not related to
the ruins- with holes dug into
the floors. It’s very apparent
that the Mexicans returned to
dig up their ancestor’s riches
through the years and they would construct
a building to disguise the fact they were
digging for buried treasure.
I know for a fact that gold coins were recently found beneath the floor of building
in Carmen. If I owned property in the town
I’d probably do some probing around to see
if one of Tumacacori’s galeras was beneath
my feet. It would truly be the find of the
century!

Rural Collection Centers

T

he rural collection centers (RCCs)
that are located at Arivaca and at the
Arivaca/Sasabee Junction are owned by
Pima County and operated under contract
by Tucson Recycling and Waste Services
(TRWS). Recently Waste Management
Inc. (WMI), the company that had been
providing the bins and emptying them, told
TRWS that WMI would no longer provide
that service. TRWS had to supply their own
bins and will now be emptying them with
their equipment. Due to the types of equipment TRWS owns, they had to change the
type of bins. We have received many comments from area residents and as a result
have made changes to the facility to lower
the bins and provide stair access.
It is important to note that these RCCs are
established for the collection of residential
household waste disposal only, not commercial or business waste.
Waste from large cleanups, construction
and bulky items like furniture should be
taken to the Sahuarita Transfer Station or
another disposal facility. Businesses need
to arrange for separate collections for their
locations or bring their waste to a disposal
facility.
Tires are never accepted at the RCC. Residents can drop off waste tires at the Sahuarita Transfer Station. Commercial businesses can bring their tires to the County’s
waste tire collection site on Ina Road.
In order to minimize windblown litter,
waste should be bagged or boxed. That will
also help to eliminate blowing dust during
the transport of the waste to the landfill.
Wonder where your garbage goes after it
leaves the collection site? TRWS takes it
to the Sahuarita Transfer Station and from
there it goes to the Marana Regional Landfill for final disposal.
So in summary, only bagged or boxed
household waste at the RCC. Everything
else needs to go somewhere else. You can
find more information on our website at
www.pima.gov.
Ursula Kramer Nelson, P.E., Director
Pima County Department of Environmental Quality

The Truth about Nothing
by Paul Taylor

O

nce upon a time there was nothing. Oh
Yeah!? Let me tell you the truth about
nothing.
Some have argued that our universe began
as a mathematical point of zero radius. Is
there something to this argument or is there
nothing? Doesn’t zero radius define nothing?

Tom Hostad Realty
(520)398-8132
www.tomhostad.com
Need a custom home built on one of these properties? Call 398-8132 today!

Arivaca/Amado Properties
Arivaca Properties
Nice Home 1552 SF on 10 Acres / another 20 available.
----with Large1650 Sf Separate Workshop $225K
Large Home, 2144+SF 4 BR, 2 car Gar, Arivaca RD on 5
AC $139K
Arv Rd MM11 HS w Guest HS 15-25 Acres, Possibilities++
Land
40 Acres 1300 feet off Arivaca Rd $45K
Parcels, 5 to 40 Acres $27 to $80K
80 Acres, $95K Papalote Wash Under Contract
Four 5 Acre Parcels on Jalisco $60K for all 4
Two 40 Acre Parcels next to Twin Peaks $40-$60K
Two 5 acre parcels Trees n Vegetation off Jalisco $25K each
10 Acres w/ Well., Septic and Power installed
40 Acres end of Crooked Sky, Rolling , great for homesite
Town Site Commercial Lot $50,000 Ariv RD
Amado
One Acre lot by Cow Palace on Arv RD
5 Acre Parcel 2 Mi S of Cow Palace (2754 W frontage rd)

Let’s talk about nothing or should I say that
I have something to say about nothing?
Some have suggested that there is nothing to say about nothing. Well, maybe or
maybe not. So far I have placed something
on this page and have said nothing. If you
don’t agree that I have said nothing then
you know something about nothing that
I know nothing about, and that is saying
something.
If we can imagine that our universe was
created in the Big Bang, which originated
from the nothingness inside this imaginary zero-radius sphere, then for starters,
we should agree that the something we are
made of is nothing and this nothingness is
free to suggest an infinite number of imaginary ideas about this something derived
from nothing.
We need to know that if this nothingness
is so very powerful that it can explode into
a Universe with such incredible Energy,
then we can imagine that this power of
nothingness was so powerful that it annihilated itself. If you follow this argument
about the power of nothingness, so strong
that it could annihilate itself, then the logic

says that if you do annihilate nothingness,
you have created something. So we may
have to realize that nothing(-1) can exist
along with something(+1). Adding the -1
and the +1 gets us to nothingness(0) which
is where we started. All else is something
made from our imagination. Is reality an
illusion? It seems that is the case. Let’s try
to be specific about nothing?
Let’s try to imagine nothing. Will you do
that with me? Very good. I thank you. You
must also know how gullible you are since
it is impossible to imagine nothing. The
closest you can come is to accept that reality is an illusion. None-the-less, let’s try to
do the impossible, since this is one of the
keys to success. Imagine voiding the many
objects within your view: computer, desk,
chairs, tables, windows, houses, mountains, etc. This is an excellent exercise
because you can get very good at clearing away a huge number of objects before
you realize that you have to place them
somewhere. Where did you place all these
somethings and even if you claim to know,
where could you place yourself as the last
object to be voided. And if you did claim
to void yourself, you now know the answer
to the query, “Is all of reality an illusion?”
The conclusion seems to be that visualizing nothing is quite impossible and it requires the existence of something to even
think that you can experience nothing.
So, isn’t it clear now that “something” is
so very, very common and we can’t even
imagine “nothing”, and that nothingness
has a statistical chance of zero for its existence. Perhaps “something” has always
existed and “nothing” never has. Agree!?

TUBAC DENTAL
Brian Kniff,DDS.

Complimentary New Patient Exam
 Peaceful Environment
 Quality Care
 Great People To Serve You
…..and a good cup of coffee!


Just a 20 minute scenic drive
from Green Valley!

(520) 398-8408

Have you received a written itemized proposal from a Dentist in Mexico?
We offer no charge consultations for price matching!
A written estimate is necessary for providing a fair estimate.

Connection
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Around Arivaca
ARIVACA HUMAN RESOURCE UPDATE

C

ORRECTION OF August Connection
article: Volunteer drivers, do not need
finger print clearance cards.

We continue to have clothing coming in,
but most of it is winter-type clothing. If
you have any spare light weight clothing we would love to have it. A great big
THANK YOU to Amber and Jasmayne
for their many hours of work hanging up
clothing.
We have a new all-in-one printer, copier,
scanner, fax machine. Much better quality,
same great price.
We are taking applications for the Energy
Assistance program offered through Pima
County. Hard to remember during Monsoon how cold it can get here during the
winter. This program offers financial assistance whether you heat with electricity,
propane or wood. These funds are available on a first come, first served basis.
Sign up and get approved now, and when
cold weather sets in you’ll be good to go.
We need volunteers to mow and weed
whack the facilities grounds. If you have
a mower and some time, please come and
tidy us up.
We continue to write grants. Most recently
we are working on a grant that may get us
more fresh produce, and another that may
help with the maintenance costs of our aging vehicles.

Regenerating Arivaca Update
By Les Rivett
he meeting of the people interested
in “Regenerating Arivaca” was not
held in September. The next meeting
is October 7th at 5 PM at the Arivaca
Community Center. The meeting is the
first Sunday at 5 PM and starts with a
Pot Luck.

T

At October’s meeting we will welcome
back our snow bird members and start
the discussion of events to be planned
for the rest of 2018 and the beginning
of 2019.
The planning meetings for the Arivaca
Memories ad Music Festival are starting this month. If you are interested in

helping plan the January 26th event
please let me know.

about joining Marian's Market? It’s
fun and it’s free!
See you Saturdays.

E

veryone is invited to our Friends of
the Arivaca Library's 22nd Annual
Meeting, to be held on Saturday, September 22nd, 2018 from 2:00 - 4:00 PM at our
amazing Arivaca Library. Please join us for
an update on the Library from our wonderful staff, and enjoy listening to our speaker,
Leo Banks. Leo is a local Tucson author,
and is a writer and journalist. He is a captivating and very knowledgeable speaker, and we appreciate him coming to our
town for this special occasion. Of course,
refreshments and conversation will follow.

The Regenerating Arivaca supporting
local foods group is still harvesting
and planning fall gardens. There are
local vegetables and local meats being
produced right here in Arivaca. Watch
for a canning class. Vegetables can also
be donated for the class to process if
you don’t want to attend. Extras will
be donated to Human Resources and
the Community Center after school
program. Watch for fliers with date and
time.
This is also a time to become a member of
Thank you all for helping to grow Arivaca into a Sustainable Community.

the Friends of the Arivaca Library, and to
renew your membership. Feel free to bring
some friends, too.

Next meeting, October 7th at 5:00 with We look forward to seeing you there,
a Pot Luck.
Wendy Dresang,

September at Marian's Market
BUY FRESH, BUY LOCAL! Support all Arivaca Local Businesses!
Come visit Marian's Market, Arivaca's Local Farmer and Artisan
Market. The market is open every
Saturday from 9-'til.

President of the Friends

It's time to start planning the
Arivaca Memories and Music
Festival.
First meeting Sept. 10th 1PM at
the Community Center. Come
have
fun planning and participating.

Arivac Early Learning Center
We have happily begun a new school
year! Our theme is “Surrounded by Love,”
and our book of the year is “This House
is Made of Mud.” We have been making
heart handprints and playing in the sand
and mud outside.

We are enjoying yoga sometimes, thanks
for the yoga mat donations!
We’ve started our mesquite bean collage
and we will have a photo next month. Special thanks to the children and families
for collecting beans and bringing them to
school.
We are very proud of our Center. We have
an amazing staff and awesome children!
This promises to be a wonderful year!
The Annual Meeting of the Friends of the
Arivaca Schoolhouse and Historic Townsite, Inc will be held on Saturday, September 15 at 2 pm at the Arivaca Schoolhouse.
I hope you will be able to come! Attached
is the flyer.

Come Join Us September 15th
for…

Viga Covers

Tomato Festival and Biggest Tomato Contest

Are your vigas and beams
showing weather damage?

In September, all of the regulars
will be at the market.

We have several entries so far.
It’s not too late to have your entry weighed. The winner will be
announced at the Festival at 9:30.
The prize is a basket of goodies
from market vendors.
There will be many tomato dishes
to try and purchase. Come enjoy
the market and tasty samples.
Look for new vendors each week
and out on the street. Why not think

Protect them with
beautiful copper caps.

Quick Custom
Metals
3759 N Romero Rd
Tucson, AZ 85705
(520) 888-7313

www.quickcustom.com

Poetry Page
BILL

As I grow older, I grow wiser
I've learned to be a little bolder
And a lot nicer
I've learned to avoid mistakes
That always lead to heartbreaks

Retired horticulturist neighbor
enjoys conversing with my husband
George Huesler
as they each drink a can of beer
while sitting on his bench,
identifies a leaf I pick from a plant
as we are walking the neighborhood,
tells me yes, it will grow if I give it water and food,
gives my daughter a cutting of a beautiful tree,
since he knows what grows well in her area,
July 4, 2018
invites our young granddaughter
into his aviary
We watched the celebration
where he gently shows her
On television and,
how to be with the finches.
The entertainment was grand!
Yet, I felt sad for our homeland.
Margaret Ann Adams
And,
Could not but foresee
The demise of our father/motherland

FDR Revisited
“In the field of world policy, would
dedicate this nation to the policy of
good neighbor.”
A quote from the past
Is a challenge today.
It’s not meant to flabbergast
But to hold fast
Where we were once steadfast
In the past.
What’s happening?
Constance C. Marquis

One person in power
Whose counter-demands
And by,
One sleight of hand
Can undermine our promised land.
Wake up America!
Demand that this on-man band
Loses his chain of command.
And,
We gain the upper hand.
Constance C. Marquis

John McCain passed away today.
A maverick of sorts, some would say.
A Vietnam vet, tortured and beat.
His early days, took a congress seat.
Then on to the Senate and a couple of runs
at the highest office, on which he was shunned.
So no matter the politics, or of his character.
Probably a great man his family sadder.
Rest in peace!!
Timothy Austin Jones
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& Historic Townsite

Invites you to join us in celebrating our
Annual Meeting
with dessert and a program :
“The Arivaca Land Grant”
presented by Mary Kasulaitis

Short meeting with election of officers
Saturday, September 15, 2018 at 2 pm
at the Arivaca Old Schoolhouse

Info call Priscilla Duddleston at 520-664-6017

By K. Randall
Originally printed in the Tucson
Sentinel, August 20th, 2018. The
Sentinel is a local, nonprofit news
service that provides real journalism. Check it out at www.tucsonsentinel.com

M

y grandfather was a typesetter.
My great-grandfather was a
writer. I own a newspaper, and I am
a scientist because I believe in the
power of unbiased truth. I have ink
in my veins and newsprint wrapped
around my bones.
So, it is with great sadness that I saw
Supervisor Ally Miller’s Facebook
post the other day publicly implying Arizona Daily Star (or the “Red
Star,” as she calls it) journalist Joe
Ferguson was asleep or drunk on the
job, when I knew him to be neither.

form as a weapon to cast doubt on
a man so committed to his craft that
people on both sides of the political
spectrum disagree with him at times.
If this wasn’t enough, Mrs. Miller allowed her supporters to body-shame
Mr. Ferguson, to mock his appearance and his work. Some of these terrible comments were “liked” by Mrs.
Miller, encouraging the cruelty.
We. Are. Better. Than. This.
But it doesn’t feel like it.
We seem to care more about what
is on our screen that what is in our
hearts. More about scoring points for
our side than about the greater good.
We’ve traded in human connections
for likes, decency for ridicule, kindnesses for cruelties. We’ve become
hard because the world will eat the
soft and we’ve become heartless because kindness is exploited.
We. Are. Better. Than. This.

The supervisor brandished her plat-

ll

Friends of the Arivaca Schoolhouse

Supervisor Ally Miller Abuses
Platform to Lie About
Local Journalist

Ca
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Contractor:
Wendy Pashandi

Wendy is a caring professional who can help out when you need a
hand!
Need a drive to Green Valley or Tucson?
Need a ride to a doctor’s appointment or to the store?
Give me a list, and I can shop for you!
Minor home maintenance
Yard care
Pet care
Just about anything you need help with!

Responsible * Honest * Reliable

Connection
Madera-Magic-Moments
by John D. Coutts

D

awn beams through my bedroom window, time to get up, time to pay my
respects to Mother Nature. Breakfast devoured, into my SUV, then off to Madera
Canyon. Monsoon rain has turned the desert as green as an Irish parade, the whole
wilderness has become a mirage of fertile
plains. I park near the entrance to the proctor walk and start my hike, I look to the
sky, and admire Turkey vultures soaring
skillfully with the breeze, I look to the west
and curse the environmental vandalism
of open cut mines scaring the face of Sonoran beauty. Before the first creek crossing, I visit the graveside of Mabell and her
baby Mickey. I sit on the small memorial
seat remembering my first stop over, Mabell came for a visitation to assure me she
and Mickey would never leave the peace
of their Canyon home. Back on the walk I
hear curious deer shuffling in the surrounding bush, the noise disturbs a Bob Cat balancing on a branch of an old Ash tree, hungry cat watches as playful rabbits zig- zag
across the undulating trail. Passing grey
hawk perches on a higher branch, then,
with steely eyes, greedily surveys the same
potential breakfast. Suddenly the sound
of muffled voices startles me, I round the
bend to be confronted by a mob of ‘Madera Birders’. There are ten, all dressed as
though they had just modeled in a tasteless
opportunity shop fashion parade. There is
the ‘Expert’, he has a cultured autocratic
voice that never seems to shut up, he fea-
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tures a mandatory beard, backpack and a
floppy designer hat that designates him
as the Boss. There are the photographers,
Nikons hanging on chests, the ‘Professional’, his expensive tripod balancing a credit
card limit camera and lens. The ladies carried bird books and looked very professional, they double check every statistic
that is uttered from the ‘Expert’s’ mouth.
I stand there in awe just looking, All of a
sudden, the ‘Expert’ using Commando like
hand signals points to an upper branch of
an oak tree, there perched on its throne is
the ‘Elegant Trojan’.There is absolute silence, then the rapid fire of clicking cameras. Unexpectedly, somebody backs into
a barrel-cactus and yells with pain, illusive
Trojan takes fright and vacates the tree.
The ‘Expert’ is annoyed and gives the offender a lecture about the God quality of
silence. Without warning, the ringtone of
the ‘Expert’s’ smart phone pollutes the air,
the Boss then relays that the Trojan had
been seen a little further up the trail. The
‘Birders’ regroup faster than an A10 fighter squadron, and then they are gone. I sit
on my favorite seat overlooking the bridge
and contemplate the beauty and majesty of Madera Canyon, how could so such
magnificence be created in such a harsh
environment? The answer seems above my
understanding. In this moment of reflection, music of the canyon, entwined with
the babble of the creek, then fills my heart
with song, I hear no lyrics, just the lungs of
Mother Nature breathing in perfect harmony with Life.

Justice Alliance Thanks
Supervisors Sharon Bronson, Ramon Valadez and Richard Elias
On Tuesday September 4th, Pima
County (the largest border County in the US), voted to terminate its
Stonegarden Grant contract with the
Federal government. This grant fostered intense collaboration between
local law enforcement and ICE/Border Patrol, through the use of “zero
tolerance” traffic stops. The purpose
of these traffic stops was to increase
contacts with people who committed
minor moving or non-moving violations such as a broken taillight, tinted
windows, etc.
This grant money came with strings
attached, particularly in making our
hard-working Pima County Sheriff’s
deputies enforce Federal immigration law rather than enforcing crimes
happening in our community. With
increasing local law enforcement and
ICE collaboration, members in Latinx
communities are afraid to call the Sheriff’s department when they have had a
crime committed against them for fear
of harassment about immigration status (see statistics from Dallas, TX and
Los Angeles, CA). At the same time,
the mission of Border Patrol and ICE is
changing under the current Administra-

tion. Between the child and family separations, “no tolerance,” turning away
legal and peaceful asylum seekers, using divisive rhetoric and other policies,
the aims of these agencies are changing
quickly. It is unfair to our women and
men in uniform to be painted with the
same brush as Border Patrol.
The Pima County Criminal Justice
Reform Unit found zero instances of any human or drug trafficking
organizations being stopped, zero
“criminal aliens” being found and
zero instances of terrorism threats
uncovered
under Stonegarden.
Ultimately, this vote will re-build the
trust that the community has in our
Sheriff’s department and will reduce
the amount of unreported crimes such
as rape, domestic abuse, theft and
more. When these crimes go unreported, the perpetrators are not brought to
justice and remain in the community to
commit more crimes.
The Board of Supervisors voted to
enhance safety and trust in our community and reject the extreme and
changeable policies that are coming out of an unstable Washington
DC. We can have thoughtful, effective and honorable law enforcement
without bowing to outside forces.

Arivaca Tractor Work
Call Eli Buchanon for:
Landscaping
Driveway repair
Flood and erosion control
Post holes
Tree holes
Brush clearing and more!
$75/hour with a three hour minimum
Bucket with or without teeth, 9” auger, T-post pounder, pallet
forks, 5-yard dump truck available soon
Call or text: 520-788-4805 or email at Elijafir@gmail.com

Un-Classifieds
COST: 25 CENTS PER WORD • You count - I accept.
Payment must be made prior to publication. For Free & Non-profit ads ONLY - No Charge.
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE - Only Email or written ads accepted • Deadline: 20th of each month.
Mail to: Connection, POB 203, Arivaca, AZ 85601 or email: SazConnection@gmail.com
DOG SITTING. Clean, quiet
individual
accommodations.
$20 per day. 520-398-2526.

1 BED MOTOR HOME RENT 2 (so come forth musicians!). By
OWN $450.00 Month. Includes donation! Everyone welcome.
Power,Water,Wifi
Move
in
RELIABLE CONSTRUCTION
Today! Call 520-447-8015
HELP needed, $15/ hr. 520FOR RENT: San Carlos, MX - 2
BR, 2 Bath home on the water I BUY HOMES & LAND FAST 303-3105
in the Bahia. All necessities Call or Text Jim at 520-447-8015,
furnished.
Call
398-9634 www.sellusyourhouseonline. RANCHO DE LA OSA IS
NOW HIRING. Kitchen staff,
com
housekeeping,
maintenance
RATTLESNAKE REMOVAL
BY RD
Free rattlesnake HELLO
GOOD
PEOPLE, and wrangler positions are
rehomeing by R D Ayers. THE ARIVACA COMMUNITY available. Call 520-401-5648 for
Humane alternative to killing CENTER is seeking an awesome more information.
these valuable predators. 520- drawing to represent the feel of
820-2947.
our space in the Community. We PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE
have undergone a lot of change, SPONSORS FREE SPANISH
DOG CARE RESORT Clean and we would love to sponsor CLASSES Beg. Tuesdays
country accomodations. $20 per a contest. It will adorn T-shirts 5:30-7 and Int. Mondays 5:30day. 520-398-2526.
which we use as a fundraiser. 7 @ the Arivaca aid office (and
Please submit your drawings to sometimes the bar)
FOR SALE – 1975 GMC 1 us at PO Box 36 and the Board
ton dually, 454 cu. in. Has will choose the design that feels
gooseneck hitch and tool box. right, at our September meeting.
Runs good. $3,000 obo. Call Thank you! Entries must be
(520) 820-2947.
received by September 1st, The
FOR SALE – 1978 Jeep CJ5 Winner will be gifted $100.
Runs Great. New bikini top, 10 FENCED ACRES ON
New exhaust system, New tires, HARDSCRABBLE RD, hilltop
Custom wheels, New motor views, well, electric 600 ft to
mounts, New upgraded radiator. property line, $42 K by owner.
$3,000 obo. Call (520) 820- (520) 429-4307.
2947.
SATURDAYS
ARIVACA MOVESMOVES is Every Sat - 9am - Noon: Farmers’ Market.
ACCEPTING
DONATIONS! an open space for contemplative
Arivaca Helping Hearts is movement and dance every 1st Sat - 9am - Human Resources
accepting donations for the year! Tuesday from 7-9pm. People Rummage Sale
As a 501(c)3, your donation is under 10 years of age (and SUNDAYS - 9:30-10:30am - Heat Yoga
tax deductible. So if you need adults) are welcome from 7-8pm (Comm Garden Yoga Greenhouse) Call Glo
help or if you can help, please and the more grown of us keep at - 520-400-9608
give us a call! 260-0963 or it moving until 9. There are often Sun. 3:00pm - People Helping People
the Border Zone: meeting - Arivaca
stop by Cinderella House/Bill’s musicians improvising with us In
Humanitarian Aid Office.
Rock Shop Friday or Saturday.

Arivaca Meetings & activities

IF YOU HAVE A DRUG
PROBLEM WE CAN HELP
Narcotics Anonymous meets
in Tubac every Thursday
evening at 6PM at the Tubac
Community Center, 50 Bridge
Rd, Tubac AZ 85646 Open to all
REGENERATING
ARIVACA
meeting and potluck first Sunday of the month at the Arivaca Community Center at 5 PM.
FIREWOOD-SEASONED MESQUITE 16” length-Delivered and
stacked, $300/cord, call 520425-7625

Have Medicare questions?
HaveI Medicare
questions?
have answers.

I have answers.

DAVID JACOME
Licensed
Sales
DAVID
JACOME
Representative
Licensed Sales
101 S La Canada Dr, 30-B
Representative
Green Valley, AZ 85614
101 S(520)
La Canada
Dr,TTY
30-B
425-6522,
711
GreenUHCMedicareSolutions.com
Valley, AZ 85614

(520)425-6522, TTY 711
UHCMedicareSolutions.com

& Wine, 5-7pm at the Old Schoolhouse.
3rd Tues - 2pm - Arivaca Fire District
board mtg @ Fire House
www.
arivacafiredistrict.org
WEDNESDAYS:
3rd Weds. 3:30pm Arivaca Library Book
Club call 594-5239
2nd Weds. -4pm -Human Resources
Group mtg. - Human Resource Office Public
Invited

1st Sun - 3:30pm - Arivaca Water Coop
meet at town water yard

THURSDAYS:

2nd Sun - 4pm. Arivaca Action Center Board mtgs. 15925 W. Universal Ranch Rd,
arivacaactioncenterinc@gmail.com

FRIDAYS:

3rd Sunday - 4:00-8:00pm - Board Games
for adults - Comm. Ctr. 5 -8pm. Call 3983010
MONDAYS:
3:30 pm - Gentle Yoga at Old
Schoolhouse
Pickleball: m-w-f mornings ACC
2nd Mon - 6:00pm - Ariv. Fire Dist.
Auxilary - at the Fire House
Last Monday - Arivaca Area Health
Services - 4pm - meeting at the Arivaca
Action Center.
TUESDAYS:
2nd Tues of every month, Arivaca Women

3:30pm - Gentle Yoga Old Schoolhouse

1st & 3rd - AVF Bingo 6pm Arivaca Action
Center
3rd Friday - 5:30-8:30pm - Tween/Teen
Nite
3rd Fri - 1pm - Arivaca Family and
Community Education Assn. At the
Library 594-5235
3rd Fri- 1:30pm Friends of the Arivaca
Library - Board Meeting
Friends over 50 Trips: once a month posted
on ACC white Board at the PO or call 3983010 for info
FOR KIDS:
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM: Mon.-Fri.
after school till 5:30 pm.

